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This paper presents a series of simple but realistic examples in which common algebraicindexing conventions are not so convenient. In particular, it analyzes the difficulties caused
by the conventions that each model component must have a fixed number of indices and that
the order of the indices is significant to their meaning. To deal with these difficulties compensating
extensions to algebraic notation are proposed. The proposed notation is compared to existing
notation in terms of the human abilities to understand, maintain and verify model descriptions.
{Mathematical Programming; Modeling Language; Index Sets)
1. Introduction
1.1. Scope and Purpose
Many designs for mathematical programming software
have incorporated the idea of an algebraic modeling
language. Such a language employs the conventions of
common algebraic notation to describe objectives and
constraints in a form that computers can process. The
modeling language approach has the advantage of using
a form that has great expressive power, and yet that is
already familiar to many users.
Whatever its advantages, however, algebraic notation
did not originally evolve with mathematical program-
ming applications in mind. Certain kinds of large and
complex models are thus more-or-less awkward to ex-
press within the standard algebraic conventions. To the
extent that modeling languages adopt these conven-
tions, they can also be awkward to use.
Some especially problematical aspects of algebraic
notation arise in the indexing of collections of model
components. In a simple model one can define, say, the
indexing sets / of factories and / of warehouses; then it
is possible to define a capacity a, at each factory i E. I,
a variable x.y representing the amount shipped from
each factory ! E / to each warehouse;' E /, and so forth.
Finally, one can write Z/e/ Xij for the total shipments
out of a factory i E /, and can define an indexed col-
lection of constraints such as Zye/ x,,y < fl, for each i E /.
All of this can be carried over very nicely into a modeling
language, as the designs of GAMS (Brooke et al. 1988)
and AMPL (Fourer et al. 1990) have shown.
This paper presents a series of simple but realistic
examples in which algebraic indexing conventions are
not so convenient. In particular, it analyzes the diffi-
culties presented by two common algebraic conventions:
first, that each model component must have a fixed
number of indices (one for a,, two for x,,y, and so on);
and second, that the order of indices is significant to
their meaning (x,,, is always the amount shipped from
i to;, for instance). To deal with these difficulties, sev-
eral compensating extensions to algebraic notation are
proposed.
These extensions serve to enhance the ability to un-
derstand, maintain and verify model descriptions, and
carry over to modeling languages for computers just as
well as the more traditional notation.
The material of this paper has the potential to be of
interest to designers of future modeling languages, as
well as to the greater audience of modelers whose needs
will influence future designs. The paper may also have
the broader virtue of encouraging close analysis of
modeling language features that have previously been
taken for granted.
This paper is one in a series of papers which treat
modeling languages as a research topic. A first analysis
is presented in Fourer (1983). Other papers discuss new
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languages (Anthonisse 1970, Ashford and Daniel 1987,
Bisschop and Meeraus 1982, Hurhmann and Kohlas
1988, Lucas and Mitra 1988, Meeraus 1983, Sagi 1986,
Simons 1987), new concepts (Bradley and Clemence
1987; Geoffrion 1987, 1989; Jones 1990), data man-
agement (Fourer 1991), model management (Dolk and
Konsynski 1984, Palmer et al. 1984) and error and in-
feasibility checking (Bisschop 1988, Greenberg 1983).
1.2. The Order and Meaning of Indices
This subsection motivates the basis of compound sets
as treated in this paper. It analyzes the difficulties pre-
sented by the two common algebraic conventions,
namely that the order of indices is significant to their
meaning and that each model component must have a
fixed number of indices.
Consider the following two individual variables in a
model description or output report where Transport
refers to a level of transport:
Transport ( DC , NY , Boston ) ,
Transport (Boston , NY , DC ) .
These variables are different, because the order of
city names is significant to their meaning. Without fur-
ther explanation it is not clear whether the first variable
represents the level of transport from DC via NY to Bos -
ton or vice-versa.
The explanation needed is usually provided by a
comment statement in the declaration of variables.
Consider the following declaration of a variable as an
illustration:
Transport;,)t,y level of transport
from city i via city k to city;' (tons). (1.1)
In this commentary the phrase "level of transport"
explains the meaning of the variable Transport fur-
ther. The indices i, k and; are elements of the set "city",
and the unit of measurement is specified as "tons".
The remaining three words are the labels "from",
"via" and "to" relating the meaning of the indices i, k
and / with the meaning of the variable Transport.
If such labels were to be an explicit part of mathe-
matical notation, then the order of the city names is no
longer significant to their meaning. The first variable in
the above examples can be rewritten using the labels
"from", "via" and "to" in the following ways:
Transport ( from : DC , via : NY, to: Boston ) ,
Transport (from: DC, to: Boston, via: NY) ,
Transport (to : Boston , from : DC , via : NY ) .
An extra benefit of using labels as an explicit part of
notation is that there is no longer a requirement to have
a constant number of indices for the same class of vari-
ables. Consider the following two different individual
variables that are also taken from the above class of
variables:
Transport (from: DC, via: NY, to: Boston) ,
Transport ( from: DC, to: Richmond) .
This is one example in which a single group of similar
variables defined over several indices contains particular
members for which selected indices are irrelevant. An-
other example is a group of variables representing pro-
duction levels distinguished by product and quality in
which quality is not relevant for every product. The
reader may have encountered other such examples in
which a group of similar variables does not have a uni-
form reference structure.
In this paper a proposal is made to incorporate labeled
indices into the algebraic notation for the description
of mathematical programming models.
1.3. Outline
A characterization of labeled compound sets is provided
in §2. This section is a formal basis for the language
constructs proposed in subsequent sections.
The concept compound set as it is currently supported
by the languages AMPL and GAMS is reviewed in §3.
This review is followed by a proposal to unify and ex-
tend the notion of compound set using the definitions
of the previous section. An example is used to illustrate
the differences in notation.
In §4 an example is presented to illustrate the use of
nested tuples and lists within tuples based on the
framework of compound sets as defined in this paper.
A discussion is presented in §5 on (1) linking labeled
compound sets to data bases, (2) contrasting the con-
ceptual and algebraic forms of a model, and (3) eval-
uating the influence of labeled compound sets on the
human abilities to understand, maintain and verify
model descriptions. At the end of this section several
conclusions are made.
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In the appendix selected examples are rewritten using
an extended compound set notation for the modeling
languages AMPL and GAMS.
2. Characterization of
Compound Sets
In this section the terminology of the paper will be de-
fined and related to existing terminology.
A set is a collection of particular entities. These entities
are the elements in the set. The notation x E X denotes
that X is an element of X. In the case that the entities
cannot be decomposed, they are called atomic entities
or atoms for short.
If X], . . . , X,, are nonempty sets, then the cartesian
product Xi X • • • X Xn is a set itself, and is defined as
the collection of all ordered tuples (X],. . . , x )^ where x,
E X,. Each item x, in the tuple (Xi, . . . , Xn) is called a
component. Identical components are permitted. In that
case they can only be distinguished on the basis of their
position in the tuple.
A compound set is a subset of a cartesian product. This
definition corresponds to the terminology used in Fourer
etal. (1990).
A label is a string of characters to uniquely identify
a component in a tuple. If a component x,- E X,- is as-
signed label /,, then this labeled component is written as
/,' : X| and is an element of /,• : X,-.
If X,, . . . , Xn are nonempty sets and / ! , . . . , / „ are
unique labels, then the labeled cartesian product li : Xj
X • • • X /„: Xn is defined as the collection of all labeled
tuples (/,-, : X,,, . . . , / , „ : x,^), where {i,, . . . , i«} s {1,
. . . , n}, X;. E X;., I,. ¥= Ul, "^ j ¥= k, and 1 :£ m :£ n. Note
that the length of labeled tuples is not constant, and
that the position of each labeled component is not fixed.
Two labeled tuples which differ only in the ordering of
their labeled components are considered to be identical.
A labeled compound set is a subset of a labeled cartesian
product.
An index is an identifier that refers to an element in
a set. Such a set is referred to as an index set. The term
compound index is used to indicate that the underlying
index set is a compound set. For example, in the spec-
ification of a collection of availability constraints: Vi
E I : Zy e/ Xi,i ^ fl, the identifiers "/" and " /" are indices.
One or more of the nonempty sets X, in a (labeled)
cartesian product may be (labeled) cartesian products
themselves. In that case the cartesian product is said to
be nested, and its subsets are called nested compound
sets.
The collection of labels in a particular tuple t
= ( / ] : Xi, . . . , / „ , : Xm) in a labeled compound set is
{U- • • • ,lm}, and is denoted by the set-valued function
labels(f ) .
The selection of a particular component in a labeled
tuple can be viewed as a projection over the labeled
components. The label itself can be used to represent
the projection operator as follows. Consider a labeled
tuple t = {h^: X,,,. . . , /,„ : x,^ ) in the labeled compound
set T = /, : Xi X • • • X /„ : Xn. The projection is then
written as
I x, if /, : X, is a component in t,
nonexistent otherwise.
Tuples may be compared to test whether one tuple
is contained in another tuple, analogous to testing
whether one set is a subset of another. A labeled tuple
ti is part—of labeled tuple 2^ whenever each labeled
component of f, is also a labeled component of f2 • This
is written as f 1 C f2. The part_of operator c is a logical
operator resulting in either true or false (just as the £
operator).
A list is an ordered nonempty finite sequence of ele-
ments belonging to a single nonempty set. If Xi,. . . , x,,
E X, then [X],. . . , Xn] is a list. Note that in a list, unlike
in a set, an element x, may be identical to an element
Xj. The set of lists that can be formed with elements of
a set X is denoted by L i s t_of (X) . The set
Lis t_of (X) contains infinitely many elements. For
instance, if X = {a} then
List_of(X)= {[fl], [fl,fl],[fl,fl,fl], • • • } .
This set-valued function is only part of domain speci-
fications of compound sets. It is therefore not necessary
to enumerate all elements of Lis t_of (X), but only to
check whether a particular Ust [x,,. . ., x,,] is an element
of List_of(X), i.e., to check whether Xj E X and . . .
x«EX.
The concepts defined in this section will be illustrated
via the examples in the subsequent sections of this
paper.
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3. Compound Sets in Algebraic
Notation
In this section a detailed example is used to illuminate
the differences between common algebraic notation, the
use of compound sets in AMPL and GAMS, and a pro-
posed use of labeled compound sets.
3.1. Common Algebraic Notation
The following portion of an extended transportation
model, stated in common algebraic notation, incorpo-
rates six indices and consists of an objective function,
an availability constraint, a demand constraint, and a
capacity constraint. The capacity constraint limits the
throughput per transshipment point for each product
and time period. A more fully-developed version of this
model may also contain multicommodity constraints to
tie the products together, inventory constraints to tie
the periods together, and upper limits on the transport
per mode.
Sets
C
P
T
M
It^CXCXCXPXTXM
A^CX PXT
D s CXPXT
L c C X PXT
City names.
Products
Time periods.
Modes of transport.
Itineraries,
Sources,
Sinks,
Links. (3.1)
Parameters
Cosli^k.j.,,.t,m—Variable cost from city i via city k to city
j of product p during period t using transport mode m;
i,k,jEC,pEP, tET,rttEM.
^^i.i>,i—Availability at city i of product p during period
f; iEC,pEP,tET.
Demjp,—Demand at city / of product p during period
t;jEC,pEP, tET.
Capif^f,,—Transport capacity of product p via city k
during period t; k EC, p EP, t ET.
Variables
^i.k.i.p.i.ni—Transport level from city ; via city it to city
;' of product p during period t using transport mode m;
i, k,jEC,pEP,tET,mEM, X,,^ ,^ ,^ ,,.,,, ^ 0.
Minimize 2 Cos^•,^ ,y,,,,.,„X,•,^ ,y,,,,,,,„.
i.k, i.l'.l.m I (i,k, i,p.l,m)ell
Availability Constraint
V/, p , t\{i, p,t)EA: 2 '^i.k.i.,,,,,,,, ^ AVi,
k,j,m\{i,k,i,ii,l,m)Sll
Demand Constraint
^i,p,t\{j,p,t)ED:
Capacity Constraint
n,p,t\(k,p,t)EL:
^i,k,j,p,l,m
In this example using common algebraic notation the
compound sets It, A, D,L are used to select appropriate
tuples from a cartesian product. In this way the elements
in compound sets are referenced indirectly rather than
directly. In the next subsections the above notation is
adjusted to permit a direct referencing of the elements
in compound sets.
3.2. Compound Sets in AMPL and GAMS
In AMPL it is possible to directly declare that a param-
eter or variable is defined for all elements in a compound
set. Consider the following declaration of the parameter
Dem and the variable X based on the sets declared in
the previous subsection.
Dem{D}—Demand at sink, defined over D,
X {It}—Transport level, defined over It. (3.2)
In AMPL it is also possible to reference the elements
in a compound set more directly than in common al-
gebraic notation. This is illustrated next using a variation
of algebraic notation that has the property of being di-
rectly representable in AMPL:
Minimize 2 Cosf,,^ .y,p,,,,,,X,,t,y,p,,,,,,. (3.3)
(i,k,i,p,l,m)SII
Availability Constraint
Demand Constraint
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Capacity Constraint
This notation is more concise but still lacks the facility
to reference the elements of a con:ipound set directly
via a single compound index.
In GAMS 2.25 it is possible to use compound indices
in the objective and constraint definitions. Compound
sets, however, cannot be used in the declarations of
variables as in AMPL. The use of compound indices in
GAMS is illustrated next, again using a variation of al-
gebraic notation that has the property of being directly
representabie in GAMS:
Minimize 2 Costi,Xi,. (3.4)
Availability Constraint
VaeA: 2
{i,k,j,p,l,ni)£
Demand Constraint
VdED: 2
{i,k,ii,m)
Capacity Constraint
V/eL: 2
,, > Dem,.
Xu<Cap,
The notation for the demand constraint is different
from the notation for the availability and capacity con-
straints. In the demand constraint the compound index
d replaces the consecutive atomic indices /, p and t in
the compound set It. This results in a concise notation.
In the availability constraint, however, the compound
index a cannot replace the atomic indices f, p and t,
because they are not consecutive indices in the com-
pound set It.
Both the demand and the availability constraints can
be written concisely if the atomic indices in the com-
pound set It are reordered from (i, k, j , p, t, m) to
(i, p, t, j , k, m) and the indices in the compound set D
are reordered from {j, p, t) io {p, t, j). It is straight-
forward to verify, however, that there is no single order
of the indices that permits the use of compound indices
in all three constraints stated in Example 3.1.
Despite the limitation imposed by index order there
are clear advantages to the notations offered by AMPL
and GAMS. One advantage is that whole portions of a
model can be written in a concise manner. Another ad-
vantage is that the inherent sparsity of a compound set
(being a subset of a cartesian product) is automatically
incorporated into the model formulation.
The example in this subsection illustrates that com-
pound indices cannot be fully employed in a notation
that is based on a fixed order of indices. This limitation
is removed in the next subsection in which labeled
compound indices are introduced.
3.3. Labeled Compound Sets
The example of the previous subsection will now be
rewritten with the use of labels and the part_of operator
as introduced in Subsection 1.2 and §2.
Declarations with Labels.
Sets
C City names,
P Products,
T Time periods,
M Modes of transport.
It Itineraries,
A Sources,
D Sinks,
L Links.
If S (from : C X via : C X to : C X
of : P X during : T X using : M),
A c (from : C X
of : P X during : T ) ,
D c ( to : C X
of : P X during : T ) ,
Lc( via : C X
of: P X during : T ).
(3.5)
Parameters
Costi—Variable cost over itinerary i; i E. It,
AVa—Availability at source a; a G A,
Dertij—Demand at sink d; d ED,
Capi—Transport capacity over link I; I EL.
Variables
Xi—Transport level over itinerary /; i E It.
Minimize 2 Cosf.X,.
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Availability Constraint
VflG/1:
Demand Constraint
'idED:
Capacity Constraint
The compound set notation with labels shares with
AMPL and GAMS the conciseness obtained by the use
of compound declarations and compound indices. The
notation with labels, however, does not suffer from any
limitations imposed by index order.
This concise notation is strongly dependent on the
use of labels. With labels the component order of com-
pound indices within one expression can be arbitrary,
and the comparison between the tuples is straightfor-
ward. A further use of labels is emphasized in the next
section.
4. Nested Compound Sets
with Lists
In this section a different and more intricate example is
introduced to demonstrate (1) the use of nesting in la-
beled compound sets, (2) the use of tuples with a vary-
ing number of components within a single labeled com-
pound set, (3) the use of the function l a b e l s to verify
domain requirements in tuples and (4) the use of lists
for labeled components that all share the same label.
The reader is referred to §2 for the corresponding def-
initions.
4.1. The Example and an Initial Analysis
The following description of a transshipment problem
for intermediate products serves as an example for the
entire section:
Both an origin and a destination are described as a
country and / or state coupled with the name of a fac-
tory. Each intermediate point is described as a country
and / or state coupled with either the name of an airport
or harbor. There is a set of viable transport routes from
origins, possibly via a sequence of intermediate points,
to destinations. Shipping cost per unit of product de-
pends on the particular transport route (the total cost
along a route is not necessarily equal to the sum of the
costs for each connection along the route). Assume for
the sake of the example that there is a demand constraint
for each destination, and that there is a limit on the
input capacity for each intermediate point. The question
is how to model these two constraints and their corre-
sponding data.
An initial analysis of the above problem statement pro-
vides the following suggestions.
• There are three collections of locations, namely or-
igins, destinations and intermediate points. Each of these
collections contains tuples with a variable number of
components. For instance, either one or both of the
components "country" and "state" are present. This
suggests the use of labels to indicate which components
are present.
• A route always contains an origin and a destination,
but may or may not contain intermediate points. This
suggests again the use of labels.
• The number of intermediate locations in a transport
route is not determined beforehand. This suggests the
use of a list to represent the sequence of intermediate
points within a transport route.
• Transport routes consist of locations, and locations
consist of other components. This suggests the use of
nesting to represent routes.
On the basis of these suggestions the sets to be used
for the demand constraint and the input capacity con-
straint are presented.
4.2. The Specification of Sets
Sets Description
C Country names
S State names
F Factory names
A Airport names
H Harbor names
P Plant locations
7" Transshipment points
Abbreviated label
(cy)
(st)
(fac)
(air)
(har)
P £ (cy : C X st: S) X fac : F),
r g (cy : C X st: S) X har : H X airport: A). (4.1)
The labeled compound sets P and T contain tuples
with varying number of components as illustrated be-
low:
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Set T =
(cy:
(cy:
(cy:
(cy:
(cy:
(cy:
(cy:
(
{
NI,
NI,
Bel,
Bel,
UK,
USA, s t :
USA, s t :
st :
NY,
NY,
Ca,
har : Rot),
har : Ams)
har : Ant),
air : Bru),
air : Hea),
har : NYC)
air : Ken),
air : LAX),
Set P = {
(cy : NI, fac : Rot),
(cy : Ger, fac : Bon),
(cy : USA, s t : Va, fac : Ric),
} (4.2)
Once the labeled compound sets of locations have
been declared, it is possible to declare the set of viable
routes Rt. In this declaration the concept of a list is
used, see §2.
Set
Rt c (from : P X via : l i s t _ o f (T) X to : P) (4.3)
Note that the declaration of Rt is independent of the
declarations of P and T. In this example the sets P and
T are labeled compound sets, and Rt is thus a nested
labeled compound set.
Part of the set Rt is shown next. Of the three route
descriptions only the first two contain a list of inter-
mediate locations:
Set R; = {
(from
via
to
(from
via
to
(from
to
(cy : NI,
[(cy : NI,
(cy : UK,
(cy : USA, st : NY,
(cy : NI,
[(cy : NI,
(cy : Bel,
(cy : USA, s t : NY,
(cy : USA, st : Va,
fac
air
air
air
fac
air
air
air
air
Rot ),
Sch ),
Hea )],
Ken ))
Rot ),
Ams)],
Bru ))
Ken ),
Ric ))
} (4.4)
4.3. Domain Specification and Verification
Automatic verification whether tuples of a compound
set are consistent with their domain specification is re-
ferred to as domain checking. It is one of the facilities
offered by modeling languages such as GAMS and
AMPL. For each tuple f = (Xi,. . . , Xn) in the compound
set T £ Xi X • • • X Xn, it is checked whether x, E X,-
for each i E {1, . . . , n}. If X; ^ X, for at least one i
E {1, . . . , n}, then this is called a domain violation.
The extension to labeled compound sets is straight-
forward. For each tuple (/,,: x,,,. . . , /,^  : x,^ ) in a labeled
compound set T £ /, : Xi X • • • X /„ : X,, it is checked
that /;.: x,^  E /,.: X,. for each; E {1, . . . , m}.
For labeled compound sets it is possible to provide
extra facilities to verify whether tuples are consistent
with required combinations of components. Consider
the following requirements for the example in this sec-
tion.
1. A transshipment point must contain at least one
of the components labeled "cy" and "st".
2. A transshipment point must contain precisely one
of the components labeled "har" and "air".
3. A route must at least contain the components la-
beled "from" and "to".
By using the set-valued function l a b e l s , as defined
in §2, these three requirements can be verified as fol-
lows.
Vf E T : card( l a b e l s (0 n {cy,st}) ^ 1 ,
"^tET : c a r d ( l a b e l s ( O n {har, air}) = 1 ,
VrERf : c a rd ( l abe l s ( r ) n {from, to}) = 2. (4.5)
The formulation of these requirements in terms of
unlabeled compound sets is not so concise. Such a for-
mulation will require explicit references to an element
"nonexistent" for particular positions in a tuple. It will
also require an enumeration of permitted combinations
of components in particular index positions.
4.4. The Demand and Input Capacity Constraints
The demand and input capacity constraints can be stated
as follows:
Parameters
Demi—Demand at sink d; d E.D,
Cap,—Input capacity at throughpoint t; t GT.
Variables
Xr—Transport level over route r; r ERt.
Demand Constraint
VdEP: 2 Xr^Dem^.
reRt\to(r)=d
Input Capacity Constraint
VfET: 2 Xr<.Cap,. (4.6)
reR(|(evia(r)
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Note the use of labels as projection functions, as de-
fined in §2. In the demand constraint the projection
operator named "to" selects the component labeled "to"
from a tuple in the labeled compound set Rt. Whenever
the demand point d is equal to this component then the
variable X, becomes a term in the summation.
In the input capacity constraint the projection oper-
ator "via" is used in a similar manner. This projection
operator selects a list of intermediate points. Whenever
the intermediate point t is an element of this list, then
the variable X^  becomes a term in the summation. In
the event that a route r does not contain a "via" com-
ponent, then t E via(r) is false.
The above demand constraint can be rewritten using
the part_of operator instead of the projection operator
as follows:
Demand Constraint
2
reR/|to:d)Cf
(4.7)
A similar rewrite of the above input capacity con-
straint with the use of the part_of operator is not pos-
sible. The projection operator named "via" selects the
component labeled "via" as a list. That is why it can be
tested whether t is, a component in the list. The part_of
operator, however, is a boolean operator that can only
compare two tuples and that cannot select a component
from a list.
This example illustrates that both the projection op-
erator and the part_of operator play a role in the use
of labeled compound sets.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Labeled Compound Sets and Data Bases
In relational databases, (see, e.g.. Date 1986, Elmasri
and Navathe 1989) the names of attributes (also re-
ferred to as columns) in tables can be used as the labels
in labeled compound sets. In that case, linking a table
in a relational database and a parameter or variable de-
fined over a labeled compound set is, at least concep-
tually, straightforward.
Consider the example of §3 in which the parameter
Cost and the variable X, both defined over the labeled
compound set It of itineraries, are to be linked with a
relational table, say I t inData .
The names of the key attributes in the table I t inData
are from, via, to , of, during and using. The names
of the derived attributes in table I t inData are, e.g., X
and Cost. Facilities are provided in relational database
languages such as SQL to update or retrieve the ele-
ments of the columns X and Cost.
The data of the example in §4 are not so easily linked
to the standard relational data bases. One possibility
might be the link to semantic databases (see, e.g.. Ham-
mer and McLeod 1981, Smith and Smith 1977). Both
the framework and notation to be used for linking
modeling languages to relational and semantic databases
is still an important research topic (see, e.g., Fourer
1991). Consider, as an example, the correspondence
between selected concepts in this paper and selected
concepts in SDM (Hammer and McLeod 1981). This
correspondence is summarized in Table 1, and indicates
a conceptual link between the data of the example in
§4 and SDM.
5.2. The Conceptual and Algebraic Forms
of a Model
A distinction can be made between a conceptual form
of a model and an algebraic form of a model. A con-
ceptual form is one in which a model is perceived in
terms of entities and relationships between these entities
without any restriction on notation. Such a form is sub-
sequently translated into a formal algebraic notation
describing the perceived entities and relationships.
The translation from a conceptual form of a model
into its algebraic form is necessary for the implemen-
tation of that model on a computer. That is why it is of
interest to study the differences between these two
forms, so that future extensions to algebraic notation
reduce the gap between them.
A first difference between a conceptual form of a
model and its algebraic form is the extent in which the
meaning of entities and relationships is explicitly stated.
For instance, the "transport of goods from cities to cities"
in a conceptual form is more meaningful than its formal
algebraic counterpart "transport(goods, cities, cities)".
A second difference between a conceptual form of a
model and its algebraic form is flexibility. For instance,
in a conceptual form it does not matter whether the
description of a route contains zero, one or more trans-
shipment points. In the common algebraic description
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of such a route there is likely to be a separate index for
each point along the route.
The proposal in this paper is to introduce the notion
of labels into the formal algebraic notation for indexed
variables. With this notion the two differences stated
above between the conceptual form of a model and its
algebraic form are reduced. For instance, with the use
of labels "transport of goods from cities to cities" can
be transcribed into "transport(of: goods, from: cities,
to: cities)". Similarly, with the notion of labeled tuples
and lists as proposed in this paper, routes can be de-
scribed with a varying number of transshipment points.
5.3. Understandability, Maintainability
and Verifiability
There are three important criteria to evaluate proposed
extensions to modeling languages. They are related to
the human abilities to understand, maintain and verify
model descriptions. In general, these three abilities are
strongly dependent on the communicative skills of the
model builder, the complexity of the subject, and on
the particular notation used. Next, only the influence
of the particular mathematical notation is considered
while applying these three criteria.
The understandability of a model can be enhanced
with the introduction of labels. First, it has been illus-
trated in Subsection 1.2 that labels can be used to elim-
inate any ambiguity between components in a single
tuple that are elements of the same set. In addition, the
use of labeled compound sets permits a concise and
clear notation of constraints as demonstrated in §§3
and 4.
Table 1 Relation between Concepts in This Paper
and in SDiVI
In this paper
Set
Label
Component
Atom
Compound component
List of components
Domain
Concepts
SDM
Class
Member attribute
Value of attribute
String or number
Value is entity in a class
Multivalued attributes
Vaiue classes
The maintainability of a model can also be enhanced
with the introduction of labels. Consider the example
of §3. Removing the component "using" from the la-
beled compound set It does not affect any of the three
constraints stated in Example 3.5.
Consider also the example of §4. A change of the
labeled compound sets P and T to atomic index sets will
again not affect the demand constraint and the input
capacity constraint. Note that the reverse is also true.
Consider a set of individual names whereby each name
contains extra information and that this information is
accessible via some name construction scheme. This in-
formation can now be made explicit by changing the
individual names X], . . . , Xn to labeled tuples without
affecting the constraints of the model.
The verifiability of a model can also be enhanced with
the introduction of labels. Whenever two or more indices
of a variable refer to elements from the same set, the
consistency between the order of the indices and their
meaning need no longer be verified (see, e.g.. Subsection
1.2). In addition, as demonstrated in Subsection 4.3,
domain checking with labels is enhanced by providing
a facility for the verification of required combinations
of components.
5.4. Conclusions
This paper indicates the potential of labeled compound
sets to complement existing algebraic indexing conven-
tions in mathematical programming models. While
evaluating the proposed extensions in notation both
critical and positive comments can be made.
A first critical comment is that the added facilities
into the modeling language introduce new complexities
that make the language more difficult to learn. A second
critical comment is that the use of labels without the
use of compound sets requires more keystrokes and
makes a model less concise. A third critical comment is
that the use of compound indices hides the individual
atomic indices in assignments and equations.
Despite these criticisms this paper has clearly dem-
onstrated that the introduction of both labels and com-
pound sets offers several advantages. A first advantage
is that the difficulties caused by the conventions that
each model component must have a fixed number of
indices and that the order of the indices is significant
to their meaning are removed. A second advantage is
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that a model with many indices can be represented in
a concise form. A third advantage is that a change in
the number of components of a labeled compound set
does not necessarily affect the structure of an equation
written in terms of a such a compound set.
Making labels an explicit part of algebraic notation is
new and unconventional. Whether or not their use will
become common practice remains to be seen. It is hoped
that this paper not only contributes to an ongoing evo-
lution of modeling languages for mathematical pro-
gramming, but that it also stimulates other researchers
to suggest ways to improve the representation of math-
ematical programming models.'
' The authors are grateful to the two anonymous referees who provided
extensive commentary and detailed suggestions to improve both the
original version and the first revision of this paper.
Appendix
This appendix illustrates how the concepts proposed in this paper
might be incorporated into the existing modeling languages AMPL
(Fourer et al. 1990) and GAMS (Meeraus 1983, Brooke et al. 1988).
Selected examples presented in §§3 and 4 are rewritten using the
following extensions.
• Labels are used in the domain of sets, parameters and variables.
• The C operator (PARTOF in GAMS and partof in AMPL) is used
in conditions relating tuples.
• The list_of operator (LISTOF in GAMS and l i s to f in AMPL)
is used in the declaration of components that are lists.
The examples are provided without a formal syntax.
Selected Examples in a Proposed Extension of AMPL
EXAMPLE 3.5.
set I t within
{fromtc, v ia : c , to re , of :p , dur ing: t , usingim};
set A within
{from:c, o f :p , dur ingi t };
set D within
{ , t o : c , of :p , dur ingi t } ;
set L within
i , v ia ic , of :p , dur ingi t };
param Cost{ I t} "Variable cost over i t inera ry I t " ;
paramAvJA} "Avai lab i l i ty at source a; a i n A " ;
param Deni{ D } "Demand a t sink d; d in D" ;
param Cap{li} "Transport capacity over link 1; l i n L " ;
var X{ I t } "Transport level according to i t inera ry i t " ;
minimize sum { i in I t } Cost [ i ] tX [ i ] ;
s . t . DemandCons {d in D} :
sum{ i in I t i d partof i }
s . t . CapacCons{ l i n L } :
sum{ i in I t I 1 partof i }
X[ i ] >= Dem[d]
X [ i ] <= Cap [ 1 ]
s . t . AvailCons{ a i n A J i
sum{ i in I t I a partof i } <=Av[a] ;
EXAMPLE 4.1.
se tpwi th in{count ry ic , s t a t e i s , f ac to ry i f} ;
set t within
{countryic, s t a t e i s , harborih, a i rpo r t t a} ;
EXAMPLE 4.3.
set Rt within { fromip, viai l i s to f ( t ) t t o i p } ;
EXAMPLE 4.6.
s . t . DemandCons {d in P} t
sum{r inRt i t o ( r ) =d } X [ r ] >=Dem[d] ;
s . t . CapacCons { t in T} t
sum{rinRtitinvia(r)} X[r] <=Cap (t ] i
Selected Examples in a Proposed Extension of G A M S
EXAMPLE 3.5.
SETS
It ( fromic, viaic, toic, oftp, duringit, using im)
a (fromic, ofip, during it )
d ( toic, ofip, duringit, )
1 ( viatc, ofip, duringit )
PARAMETERS
Cost ( It) Variable cost over itinerary It
Av( a ) Availability at source a
Dem(d ) Demand at sink d
Cap (1) Transport capacity over link 1 ;
VARIABLES
X ( It) Transport level according to itinerary It
obj Objective function value;
objective • -obj =E= SUM( It, Cost ( It)»X( It) ) ;
AvailCons(a )
SUM ( It $ ( a PARTOF It ) , X (It) ) =L= Av ( a )
DemandCons ( d ) • •
SUM ( It $ ( d PARTOF It ) , X ( It) ) =G= Dem( d )
CapacCons(1)
SUM ( It $ ( 1 PARTOF It ) , X ( It) ) =L= Cap ( 1 )
EXAMPLE 4.1.
SETS
P Plant locations
t Transshipment points
p ( countryic, statets, factorytf )
t ( countrytc, statets, harborth, airportta )
EXAMPLE 4.3.
SET Rt ( fromtp, viaiLISTOF (t) , toip )
EXAMPLE 4.6.
DemandCons ( d ) • •
SUM ( Rt $ (to ( Rt) EQ d ) ) , X ( Rt) ) =G= Dem ( d ) j
CapacCons(t)
SUM ( Rt $ (t IN via ( Rt) ) , X ( Rt) ) =L= Cap (t)
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